POLYTAC® 90X USB
POLYTAC® 90X

MULTI-FUEL RIGHT-ANGLE FLASHLIGHT

Versatile, rugged and super bright, the multi-fuel PolyTac 90 X is built with the rigors of the job in mind.
Durable construction plus a switch with built in battery life indicator will let you know when it is time to
recharge or replace the batteries giving you the confidence to stay focused on the task at hand.

MULTI-FUEL: Uses one Streamlight

Multi-function push-button head switch
easy to use with gloved hands

SL-B26™ protected Li-Ion rechargeable
USB battery pack; also accepts two
CR123A lithium batteries

Features battery life indicator

Integrated carabiner style D-ring for
a variety of attachment methods

Engineered optic produces
concentrated beam
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Gear Keeper helps prevent loss
Tether features spectra nylon line with
36” extension; 6 oz. retraction force

Multi-position, reversible pocket clip attaches to MOLLE, turnout gear,
harnesses, etc.; offers a variety of mounting positions

High and low modes:

4.43” (11.25 cm); 4.8 oz. (136g) - SL-B26 battery pack; 4.3 oz. (122g) - CR123A lithium batteries

– High for a super-bright spot beam: 500 lumens; 167m beam; runs 2.5 hours (CR123A);
runs 3.75 hours (SL-B26 battery pack)
– Low for a less intense beam and longer run time: 85 lumens; 64m beam;
runs
12 hours (CR123A); runs 19 hours (SL-B26 battery pack)

Meets requirements of NFPA 1971-8.6 (2018)

O-ring sealed glass lens
High-impact, “super-tough,” nylon polymer construction
IPX7 waterproof to 1m for 30 minutes; 2m impact resistance tested

Limited Lifetime Warranty
Visit streamlight.com for full warranty information
system
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PolyTac 90X with CR123A lithium batteries
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PolyTac 90X USB - SL-B26 battery pack
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